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Vibrations and Waves — Problem Sheet 4

1. Which of the following waves (written in vector form, where x̂, ŷ and ẑ are unit vectors
in the x, y and z directions) are transverse waves and which are longitudinal, which
are travelling waves and which are standing waves and in which direction are the
travelling waves propagating?

i) ψ(z, t) = A x̂ cos(ωt − kz)

ii) ψ(z, t) = A ẑ cos(ωt) sin(kz)

iii) ψ(x, t) = A x̂ cos(ωt + kx)

iv) ψ(z, t) = A1x̂ cos(ωt − kz) + A2ẑ sin(ωt − kz)

v) ψ(z, t) = A1x̂ cos(ωt − kz) + A2ẑ cos(ωt + kz)

vi) ψ(z, t) = A x̂ cos(ωt − kz) + A x̂ cos(ωt + kz)

2. The following two waves in a medium are superposed:

ψ1(z, t) = A cos(10t − 5z)
ψ2(z, t) = A cos(9t − 4z)

where z is in metres and t in seconds.

i) Write an equation for the combined disturbance.

ii) What is the beat frequency in Hz?

iii) What is its group velocity?

3. This question tests your understanding of phase and group velocities.

i) Using the chain rule for differentiation, show that dω2/ d(k 2) = vgvp where ω, k
are the frequency and wavevector for a wave, and vg and vp are the group and
phase velocities, respectively.

ii) Electromagnetic waves propagate through plasmas with a refractive index given
by n =

√
1 − ω2

p/ω
2 where ωp is a constant for given plasma conditions known

as the plasma frequency. Write down an expression for the phase velocity for
waves in a plasma and hence show that ω and k are related by the plasma
dispersion relation ω2 = c2k 2 + ω2

p, where c is the speed of light.

iii) Using (i) show that this dispersion relation leads to the result that vg = c
√

1 − ω2
p/ω

2.

iv) Can vp exceed c? What about vg? Comment on your answers.

4. Short wavelength ripples (λ . 1 cm) moving on the surface of water are controlled by
surface tension. The phase velocity of such ripples is given by

vp =

√
2πS
ρλ

where S is the surface tension and ρ the density of water.

i) Use dimensional analysis to show that S has units of force per unit length.
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ii) Determine the dispersion relation and sketch it as a function of wavenumber k .
Is the dispersion anomalous or normal. Explain your answer.

iii) Show that the group velocity of a wavegroup of ripples is 1.5 times the phase
velocity.

iv) A pebble is tossed into a pond of 2 metres diameter at one side. This creates
a ripple wavegroup consisting of waves with λ in the range 0.1–1 cm. How long
does it take for the wavegroup to cross the pond? For water S = 0.073 N/m (at
20◦) and ρ = 103 kg/m3.

5. *** The speed (phase velocity) of bending waves in an isotropic plate (2-D) is given by
v = Cω1/2 where C is a constant and ω the angular frequency. Derive the dispersion
relation. What type of dispersion is this? Derive a formula for the frequencies of the
normal modes on a rectangular plate (assume closed boundary conditions). A rect-
angular plate with dimensions 0.6 m × 0.4 m has a fundamental frequency of 300 Hz.
Calculate the constant C. What are the frequencies of the next 5 modes in order of
frequency? (You might find these calculations easier on a computer.)

6. This question will test you ability to apply Snell’s law of refraction. Light is incident at
an angle θ0 from a medium with refractive index n0 onto one with refractive index n1

and then onto one with refractive index n2 (left diagram). The interfaces between the
media are parallel.

i) Use Snell’s law to obtain an expression for the angle θ2.

ii) Hence show that the angle in the bottom layer of a stack of parallel layers of
different refractive indices does not depend on the intermediate layers (right di-
agram).

iii) The refractive index of air at sea level is n = 1.0003. Obtain an expression for
the apparent angle θ of the Sun from zenith (i.e., from the vertical) at sea level
when its true angle is θ0 .

iv) Plot the deviation θ − θ0 as a function of θ0.

v) Use your expression to obtain an estimate of the deviation of the Sun from its
true angle when the Sun is on the horizon. Why is you result likely to be an
overestimate?

7. The following is probably the most complicated situation you can get for the Doppler
effect—moving source and echo from moving target!
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A bat flying at speed uB is out hunting. Using echo-location it detects a moth flying
at speed uM in a straight line away from it towards a tree. The bat emits a sound
wave of frequency fB towards the moth. The speed of sound in air is v. You may use
f ′ = (v + uR)/(v − uS)f for source (S) and receiver (R) moving with speeds uR and uS

respectively towards each other relative to the medium. (The double dash in (c),(d)
indicates that two Doppler shifts are involved.)

i) Show that the sound wave arriving at the tree has frequency f ′T = [v/(v − uB)]fB.

ii) Show that the sound wave arriving at the moth has frequency f ′M = [(v−uM)/(v−
uB)]fB.

iii) Show that the echo received by the bat from the tree is f ′′T = [(v + uB)/(v − uB)]fB.

iv) Show that the echo received by the bat from the moth is

f ′′M =
(

v + uB

v + uM

)(
v − uM

v − uB

)
fB.

v) Some bats emit a burst of sound waves that changes its frequency from start to
finish (it has a frequency chirp). If uB = 4 m/s, uM = 0.1 m/s and v = 344 m/s
what frequencies emitted by bat would result in echoes from the tree and the
moth being received at 10 kHz by the bat.

8. Waves scattered from atoms in a crystal can interfere to make a “diffraction pattern”.
This is known as “Bragg Diffraction”. The details of this diffraction pattern can be used
to determine the crystal’s structure.

i) Using the figure above, show that the path difference between waves scattered
from atoms in adjacent planes is 2d sin θ. Note that it is customary to measure
θ from the lattice plane and not relative to the normal to the surface.
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ii) What is the condition for constructive interference of waves at a (distant) point P
on a detector?

iii) Lattice planes in crystals are typically spaced by a few Ångstroms (1 Å = 10−10 m).
What kind of waves are diffracted by crystals?

The following questions are from a past exam paper (different lecturer). Note: The notation
in places is slightly different from those used in the lecture course. [Numerical Answers:
8i)b)T∗ = 4000 N, c) fbeat = 111 Hz. ii) b)3.44 m, c)0.254 mW/m2]
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